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INTERACTION OF CRACKS WITH BONDING
BETWEEN THE LIPS AT THE END ZONES IN

BENDING OF A STRIP (BEAM)

Abstract

We consider a failure mechanics problem for a strip (beam) when a strip
bends in its plane by a system of external loads. It is assumed that the strip is
weakened by arbitrarily arranged through cracks with bonding at the end zones.

Let’s consider a homogeneous isotropic strip (beam). By 2c and 2h we denote the
width and thickness of the strip, respectively. Let there are N through rectilinear
cracks of length 2`k (k = 1, 2, ..., N) in the strip. The of cracks faces off the end
zones are free from loads. We consider a model of the crack in availability of zones
wherein the of crack facrs interact. We assume that these areas adjoin the crack
vertices and their sizes are comparable with crack’s size. The interaction of the
surfaces crack at the end zones is modelled by introducing connections having the
given strain diagramme, between the crack’s faces. The physical nature of such
connections and sizes of zones wherein interaction of crack’s faces realized, depend
on the form of materials. Cartesian coordinates xy in the mean plane of the strip
are symmetry plane. Let external loads (bending moments, pressure or connectrated
forces equidistributed on the strip) allocated in the mean plane of the strip act on
the strip. The edges of the strip parallel to the plane xOy are accepted to be free
from external stresses.

At the center of end zone cracks we locate the origen of local systems of coordi-
nates xkOkyk of the axis xk that coincide with the crack lines are make the angles
αk with the axis x. We’ll consider practically important case when the cracks are
of small length. In this case, we can find the stress-strain state in the vicinity of
cracks with sufficient accuracy by means of the solution of appropriate problem for
the plane (c →∞) with cracks in whose surfaces act the efforts determined in the
solution process.

As the strip is loaded in the bonds connecting the crack faces at the end areas,
there will arise normal qyk

(xk) and tangential qxkyk
(xk) tractions (k = 1, 2, ..., N).

The quantities of these stresses and the dimensions λ1k and λ2k of the end zones
are not known beforehand and they are to be determined in the course of solution
of the fracture mechanics problems. Since the end areces are small in comparison
with remaining part of the strip, we can mentally remove them and change by the
sections whose surfaces interact between themselves by a certain law corresponding
to the action of the removed material. Thus, normal and tangential stresses that
numerically equal qyk

(xk) and qxkyk
(xk) (k = 1, 2, ..., N), respectively, will be ap-

plied to cracks faces at the end zones.By L′ =
N∑

k=1

L′
k we denote a totality of faces

outside of end zones of cracks, and by L′′ =
N∑

k=1

L′′
k a totality of prefailure end zones,

wherein the faces interact with bonding.




